Recovery 06/06/22
Finder: Neil Bradley
Platinum Wedding Ring
MESSAGE 03/06/22
NAME
Amy
SUBJECT
Lost Platinum Wedding Ring
MESSAGE
Good afternoon, I hope you are all well! It was suggested to contact you as you may be able to help
or know someone that might. My husband lost his wedding ring on the fields opposite our house is
Wistaston. We are trying to find a metal detector to rent to try and find it ourselves (we are going to
ask for permission from the farmer) but would also be open to hiring someone to help, if any of your
members would be interested? We are so desperate to find it. If this isn’t something you can help
with, do you know where we can possibly rent one? Thank you for taking the time to read this.
Kindest regards, Amy
REPLY 04/06/22
NAME
Neil
SUBJECT
Lost Platinum Wedding Ring
I duly contacted Amy and I am pleased to say just under an hour of searching I was able to find Ben’s
wedding ring along the field’s pathway where they walk their two dogs. Ben was overcome with
emotion and I was truly elated and we couldn’t wait to tell Amy the good news. 
Recovery of Wedding Ring 06/06/22
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Recovery Appreciation
On Thursday 2ndJune, Ben lost his platinum wedding ring on the fields in Wistaston while out
walking the dogs. His wedding ring finger was slightly irritated so he moved the ring to the other
hand, but it was too big and he didn't notice it fall off. He and I spent HOURS combing the fields
trying to find it, but no luck. We even hired a metal detector, but it was an industrial one and not
designed for small items. We were heartbroken and starting to lose hope.
I contacted Neil at the Crewe and Nantwich Metal Detector Society and he came to see us on
Monday 6thJune. He and Ben set off and miraculously he found it! We are so glad we contacted the
experts. Neil is an absolute gentleman, and we are so grateful he took the time to help us.
We thank you from the bottom of our hearts. This means the absolute world to us.
From, Amy
Generous Donation 30/07/22
Good morning Neil,
Sorry for the delay on this. Just wanted to update you that we have made a £100 donation in your
name to Stapely Grange RSPCA, and yesterday I went up there with 2 large boxes of dog food (which
they told me helps feed the wildlife that comes in, especially the foxes).
We always over order over on dog food, so we can donate, so we will continue to take it to Stapely
Grange.
Thank you, again!
Kind regards,
Amy

